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EQUIVALENCE OF FAMILIES OF FUNCTIONS ON
THE NATURAL NUMBERS

CLAUDE LAFLAMME

Abstract. We present some consequences of the inequality u < g among

cardinal invariants of the continuum, which has previously been shown to be

consistent relative to ZFC We are interested in its effect on two orderings of

families of functions on the natural numbers; in particular we show that, under

u < g , there are exactly five equivalence classes for both orderings (excluding

the families bounded by a fixed constant function). This implies, under the

same hypothesis, the existence of exactly four classes of rarefaction of measure

zero sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this paper is to present some consequences of the

inequality u < g among cardinal invariants of the continuum, which was shown

to be consistent relative to ZFC in [3]. We are interested in its effect on two
orderings of families of nondecreasing functions on the natural numbers. The

first ordering has been defined by Göbel and Wald in [4] for growth types, which

are special families of functions, to study slenderness classes of Abelian groups.

They showed in particular that there are at least four equivalence classes of

growth types, and it was proved in [3] that there are exactly four classes if one

assumes u < g. A second ordering was defined in [6] on families of functions

canonically obtained from the covers of measure zero sets in order to study

their so-called rarefaction (following Borel). It was proved again that there
are at least four equivalence classes of such families of functions under this

ordering, although only three were actually equivalence classes of growth types;
the question whether this minimum number could be attained remained open.

It seemed natural to study both orderings on arbitrary families of (nonde-

creasing) functions on the natural numbers and the effect of u < g on the

induced ordering of the equivalence classes. Excluding the families bounded

by a fixed constant function, the minimum number is five for both orderings.

It is the main result of this paper that there are exactly five (linearly ordered)

classes under u < q ; the second highest class never contains a growth type and

the lowest one never arises from a measure zero set. In particular, under u < g,
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there are exactly four equivalence classes of rarefaction of measure zero sets,

which answers a question of [6].

A curious consequence of this minimal number five being attained, is the

following: given any nonempty family sf of infinite sets, there is a finite-to-

one function / such that either f(sf) is dense in ([co]co ; ¡3*) (A ç* B means

that A \ B is finite), or f(sf) generates an ultrafilter, or else f(sf) consists

only of cofinite sets. This implies in particular the principle NCF of [1].

2. Notation and preliminaries

We write co for the set of natural numbers, and co / co for the set of

nondecreasing functions on co. We shall often use f < g to abbreviate

(Vn)f(n) < g(n), and f <* g for (V°°«)/(«) < g(n) ; here "V00«" means
"for all but finitely many «" and similarly "3°°«" means "there exists infinitely

many n ." A function / is called finite-to-one if f~l{n} is finite for each n .

We use Sf, J^ to denote families of functions. The infinite subsets of co are

denoted by [co]" and we use sf , 38 to denote families of such sets. We define

Sf(sf) = {/ e co / co : {n : /(/?) < «} e sf} , and hence each / e Sf(s?) is <
to a function of the form next(^4, -) for some A e sf , where next(^4, n) =

the next element of A greater than or equal to n .

An ultrafilter is a proper family of infinite sets closed under finite intersec-

tions, supersets, and maximal with respect to those properties; in particular it

must contain X or co \ X for any X ç co, and must be nonprincipal. We

use %f, W to denote ultrafilters. The letter u will be used to denote the least

cardinality of a family of sets generating an ultrafilter.

We now recall the definition in [3] of the cardinal g. A family of infinite

sets 5? is called groupwise dense if:

1. Fey whenever Y' ç* Y for some Y e &.

2. For every infinite family n of disjoint finite subsets of co, there exists a
(necessarily infinite) subfamily of n whose union is a member of 5^.

It is observed in [3] that in 2, it suffices to require n to be a partition of co

into intervals.

Then g is defined as the least cardinality of a collection of groupwise dense

families with empty intersection. The inequality u < 9 was shown in [3] to

imply the principle of near coherence of filters (NCF), and was verified to hold
in various known models of ZFC + NCF; hence is relatively consistent with

ZFC. The reader is referred also to [2] for a review of NCF and u < g.

We say that a function is bounded if it is bounded by a constant function; we

say that a family of functions Sf is bounded if

(3geœ/ co)(Vf € Jr)(V°°«)L/» < g(n)].

3f is said to dominate y if

(V* € 20(3/ € Jr)(V°°K)[/(K) > g(n)].

Sf is a dominating family if it dominates co y co.

We will be interested in two orderings of families of functions.

Definition 1. Let Sf, ^ be any families of functions.

1. Sf d1 y iff (3r € co / co)(Vf e Sf)(3g e y)(^n)[r(g(n)) > f(n)].
2. Sf <2 f iff (3reco/ co)(Vf e Sf)(3g e J0(V°°«)[g(r(«)) > /(«)].
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The ordering X1 has been used in [6] to classify measure zero sets with

respect to their open coverings; the ordering -<2 has been introduced in [4] to
study slenderness classes of Abelian groups and has been investigated in [4, 5,

1 and 3].
Since both orderings are concerned with the rapidly growing functions in each

family and with no effect on finite modifications of functions, we shall assume

throughout that our families of functions Sf are closed downward under <* ;

that is g e Sf whenever g <* f for some f e Sf. In particular, we can

replace V°°« by V« in Definition 1 above.

3. The top and bottom of the orderings

We are interested in the induced orderings on the equivalence classes of
families of functions.

As in [1], we can quickly dispense with the bottom of the orderings. Indeed,

let &k = {f: (V«)/(n) < k}, and 38 = \]k^38k • Then &k <2 &k+i ^ &
and any family Sf is either above 38 or equivalent to some 38k in the second

ordering. Hence the bottom of the ordering -<2 has type co + 1. On the other
hand, 38k+i ^' ¿&k ~<l &§ for each k and any family is either above 38 or

equivalent to some (all) 38k ; hence the bottom of the X1 ordering has type 2.
Because of this slight discrepancy between the two orderings and the fact that

the families 38k are of no real interest, we shall only consider families above

(and including) 33 . We shall write -< to denote either x1 or -<2 ; the reason

being that, as we shall see, both orderings have much in common.
By our convention, the bottom class now consists of the family 38 of bounded

functions, and we call it the bounded class, denoted by 38 . Next consider, as

in [1], the family 3? = {/ 6 co / co : (V°°«)/(n) < n}. Then Sf < Sf or
Sf < 38 for any Sf. Further, Sf ~ Sf iff Sf is a bounded family of functions
containing at least one unbounded function. We call the class of such families

of functions (containing Sf) the low class, and denote it also by Sf.

As for the top of the orderings, we certainly have Sf = co / coy y for any
^ ; more generally Sf' >z^ for any y if Sf is a dominating family. It is not
hard to show further that Sf is a dominating family whenever Sf y co / co

and hence the top class in both orderings consists precisely of the dominating
families; we call it the dominating class and denote it by 2 .

Now if Sf is not in the i^-class, then Sf is not dominating and hence

(3g€co/ tu)(V/ € Sf)(3°°n)[f(n) < g(n)] ;

we conclude that Sf ç {/ : {« : f(n) < g(n)} is infinite}. This suggests

the study of the family Sf([co]w). Indeed, Sf([co]w) -< 3¡ since it is not a

dominating family, and Sf([co]m) y Sf since it is not a bounded family. We

shall see that it is actually in the second highest class, that we call the high class,

denoted by %f.

Definition 2. A family Sf has the ^"-property if for some unbounded g e

co / co, SfD{f:{n: f(n) < g(n)} is infinite}.

The next two propositions are proved in [6] for the first ordering.

Proposition 3. If Sf  has the %f-property and y   is not dominating, then

Sfyy.
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Proof. We first supply the proof for the <2 order.

By hypothesis, we can fix a function h and an unbounded function g such

that
(V/ e y)[/(«)< h(n) for infinitely many n]

and
^ 5 {g '■ ~g(n) < g(n) for infinitely many «}.

We need to find r eco / co such that

(V/ e 20(3? € Jn(V°°n)[?(r(n)) > /(«)] •

Choose r strictly increasing such that g(r(n)) > h(n) for each n. We claim

that r works. Fix / g y and pick an increasing sequence («, : i e co) such that

f(n¡) ^h(n¡) for each i. Define g(n) = g(r(ni+l)) if n e (r(n¡), r(ni+x)].

Then ~g £ Sf since ~g(r(n¡)) = g(r(n¡)) for each /. But now, for each n , say

n e («,-, «i+i],

F(K")) = ^(K««+i)) > *(»i+i) > f(nM) > f(n)

as desired.

The proof for the <l order (from Lemma 3.4 of [6]) is obtained as above by

choosing r such that r(g(n)) > h(n) for each n and by using ~g(n) = g(«,+ i)

for n g («,, n,-+i].   □

The following shows that having the ^-property without being dominating

characterizes the J^-class.

Proposition 4. // f has the %f-property and Sf yf, then Sf has the W-
property as well.

Proof. We first supply the proof for the <2 order.

By hypothesis, we can fix an unbounded function g such that

y^{f'- /(") < S(n) infinitely often}

and r, without loss of generality strictly increasing, such that

(Vf G 20(3A € Sf)(Vn)[h(r(n)) > f(n)].

Define g(n) = g(m - 1) if « G [r(m), r(m + 1)). Then g is unbounded and

we claim that it witnesses the ^-property of Sf. Indeed, suppose h(n) <g~(n)

for infinitely many n, then h(r(m + 1)) < g(m) for infinitely many m, and

hence the function f(m) = h(r(m+\)) G y . Since Sf y y , we can find some

TteSf such that

h(r(n)) > f(n) = h(r(n + I))   for each «

and we conclude that, for each n , say ne [r(m), r(m + 1)),

Ä(«) > h(r(m)) > h(r(m + 1)) > /*(«).

Hence A G J^ as desired since it closed downward.

The proof for the -<] order (from Lemma 3.5 of [6]) is obtained as above

by defining g~(n) = m if r(m) < g(n) < r(m +1) (so r(g(n)) < g(n) for each

h).   D

At this point, we have covered all Borel (even analytic) families of functions

(with respect to the topology induced by the product topology on the product
"co of countably many copies of co, each copy having the discrete topology).

Indeed, we can modify the argument of [1] about a similar result on ideals.
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Proposition 5. If Sf is an analytic family of functions on co, then either Sf is
bounded, or Sf has the %f-property.

Proof. A tree ¡Tc\ <wco is called superperfect if any seJ has an extension

t G £f~ with infinitely many immediate successors.

The proof relies (as in [1]) on the results of [7 and 8] that such an Sf must

either be included in a A^-set (that is included in a countable union of compact

sets), which means precisely that it is bounded, or else 9^ - {xx \ n : X e
Sf, n G co} must contain a superperfect subtree S~, where Xx£w<¿> is the

function enumerating X in increasing order. It thus suffices to show that Sf

has the ¿f-property whenever fT%> contains a superperfect subtree ff.

By pruning ET, we can assume that each branching node is infinitely branch-

ing, and further that whenever sA(n) e 3~, where 5 is a branching node, then

n > range (5). Now define

g(n) = the least m,

such that for all branching nodes s eS" n<co (n + 1),

if k is the least number greater than n such that sA(k) G 3~,

then sA(k) has a branching extension in ¿f~r\-mco.

Then g is well defined since 3~r\<a)n is finite for each n by our hypoth-

esis on ¿T. Now put g(m) = the largest n such that g(n) < m. Hence

~g(g(m)) < m by definition. We claim that g witnesses the ^-property of

Sf. Indeed, g is unbounded, and given h such that h(n) < g(n) for infinitely

many n , we must prove that h belongs to Sf. It suffices to produce an / G Sf
which eventually majorizes h, and we do this by induction. Let r€m°co be

the root of Sr, and put f \ mo = r. Now assume that s = f \ m¡ e S~
has been defined, and is a branching node of 3~. Choose n > m¡ such that

g(n) > h(n), range(/ f m¡). Let k be the least integer greater than g(n) such

that sA(k) G y. Since g~(g(n)) < n, we can find a branching extension t G

m'+lft)ílJ of sA(k) with mi+i < n. Define / f mi+i = t. Observe that if

; G [m,, m,+i), then /(;) = t(j) > i(w,) = k > g(n) > h(n) > h(mi+x) > h(j).
This completes the construction and the proof of the proposition.    D

4. The middle class(es)

For a class to lie between the low class and the high class, we must search

for a family in between Sf(coñnite sets) which is in Sf and Sf(\cd\°) which

is in %f. It seems natural to look at Sf{^¿) for an ultrafilter %. Indeed, one

easily shows that such a family is unbounded (hence above Sf ), and does not

have the ^-property (hence below %f) ; it must consequently constitute a new

class which we call the ^-class. The two orderings restricted to these families

are inverse of each other as the following shows.

Lemma 6. For any two ultrafilters % ,T^, we have

Sf(%)<xSf(T)   iff Sf(T)<2 Sf(%).

Proof. (Compare with the proof of Lemma 5.4 of [1].) Assume that Sf(%)<x
Sf^V), and hence by definition we can fix r strictly increasing such that

Ci A G 20(Vfl e 2H(V«)[next(,4, n) < r(next(B, n)) = mxt(r(B), r(n))].
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This is equivalent to

(MA G %)(3B G T) r(B) is disjoint from |J[r(«), next(^4, «))

But, as 'V is an ultrafilter, this is equivalent to

(VA G 20(V5 G T)(3b G B) ib) i (J[r{n),nexX{A,n))

Fix A and B for a moment and let a be the largest element of A which is

< r(b). If n < a, then r(b) £ [r(n), next(J, «)) as ne\t(A, n) < a < r(b).

Hence, as r is nondecreasing and r(b) < next(^4, a + 1), to say that r(b) $

\Jn[r(n), next(^, «)) is equivalent to

a<r(b) < r(a+ 1).

Defining s(n) = r(n) + 1, the last line becomes equivalent to b < a < s(b),

since r and s are strictly increasing. So we deduce that Sf(^¿) <x Sfi^) if

and only if there is a strictly increasing 5 such that

CyB G T)(VA G W)(3b G B)(3a G A)[b <a< s(b)].

Going now backward, this is equivalent to

(VJ5 G 2H(W1 G 2r)(3a G A)

and hence equivalent to

a £ [J[s(n), next(5, n))

(\/B G "V)(3A G g0 v4 is disjoint from [J[s(«), next(5, n))

but the statement in square brackets is equivalent to

(V«)[next(5, n) < next(^, s(n))]

and this is precisely Sf(T~) -<2 Sf(%) as desired.   D

A description of the ordering <2 with respect to the families of the form
Sf{f%¿) has been given in [1] and hence a similar (inverted) description applies to

the first ordering. In particular, under Martin's Axiom, there are 22 ° ultrafilters

producing pairwise incomparable families, each lying in a chain of size 22 °.

The two orderings are thus different in general; however an exact relationship

between both orderings in ZFC is unknown (for example, are they isomorphic?)

However, the goal of this paper is to show the effect of u < g on these

orderings.

Theorem 7. Under u < g, there are exactly five classes of families of functions

(for either ordering).

Recall that we excluded families bounded by a fixed constant function, whose

orderings have been described in §3.
The proof will be divided in two parts.
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Proposition 8. Assume u < g.  If a family Sf does not have the %f-property

then it is dominated by a set of functions of size u.

Proof. Recall that the statement that Sf does not have the ^-property means
that

(V unbounded f)(3g)[(3°°n)g(n) < f(n) and g i Sf],

and g £ Sf means that for all heSf, h(n) < g(n) infinitely often since Sf
is assumed to be closed downward.

Fix an ultrafilter % generated by u sets (Xa : a < u). For each a, define

S'a = {Y:(\/h<ESf)(30Oy<EY)

[h(y) < next(Y, y+ 1) and Xa n [y, next(F, y + 1)) ¿ 0]}.

We first claim that each Sfa is groupwise dense.  Clearly Y e Sa whenever

Y ç* y for some Y' g S*a . We further need to verify that given a partition

[71,, 7r,+1) of co into intervals, there is an infinite union of them in S^ .

By merging intervals, we may assume without loss of generality that Xa meets

each interval. Define a function / by f(n) — n¡-X whenever n G [n¡, n¡+i).

By assumption, there is g £ Sf such that g(n) < f(n) for infinitely many n .

Put X = {« : g(n) < f(n)} ; we can assume that g(n) = f(next(X, n)), since
this function majorizes the old g. Since g £ Sf, any h G Sf must satisfy

h(n) < g(n) for infinitely many n ; and for each such n and x the last element

of X before n,

h(x) < h(n) < g(n) = f(next(X, «)) < f(next(X, x + 1)).

Hence we have a set X, such that for all h &Sf,

(3°°x G X)h(x) < /(next(X, x + 1)).

We may assume further that X meets each interval [n¡, n¡+2) at most once

since any infinite X' ç X would have the same property. So we define

Y = \J{[ni. ff/+i) : x meets [*<+i, ni+2)}.

Y is an infinite union since X is infinite. We show that Y G Sa .

Fix h £Sf, and hence Ä(x) < /(next(X, x+l)) for infinitely many x€l.

Fix such an x, say x G [7t,+i , 7i¡+2), then >> = n¡+\ - 1 G 7 by definition of
Y ; and if x' = next(A\ x + 1), say x' G [7r,+i, nj+2), then 7 + 1 > i + 3 by
construction. Hence,

f(x') = nj = next(Y,y + l)

by definition, and we get

h(y) < h(x) < f(next(X,x + 1)) = f(x') = next(F, y + 1).

Also,

y < tti+i < ni+2 < n¡ = next(7, y + 1),

and hence Xa meets [v, next(7, y+1)). Because this holds for infinitely many

y G Y, we conclude that yey„ and this shows that S*a is groupwise dense.

Since we are assuming u < g, we can fix Y e f]a<u ̂ , and define the

function fy(n) = \Y n (n + 1)| (so fy is constant on the intervals determined

by Y, and min/_1{n} G Y for each n).
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Fix heSf, and let Z = {y G Y : h(y) < next(F, y + 1)}. We now claim
that fy(Z) is in fy(%f) ■ For this, it suffices to verify that fY(Z) meets each
fy(Xa) for a < u. But since Y G S^ ,

(3°°y G Y)[y g Z and *Q n [y, next(r, y + 1)) ^ 0],

and hence /y(y) = fy(x) if x G XQ n [y, next(7, y + 1)).
Finally, since /y(^) is generated by the sets {fy(Xa) : a < u), there must

be an a such that fY(Xa) ç fY(Z). Hence, for all n ,

h(n) < h(mxt(Z , n))

< next(7, next(Z, n) + 1)

< mxt(Y,maxf-i{ncxt(fY(Xa),fY(n) + 1)})

< mmf-l{next(fY(Xa),fY(n) + l) + l}.

Picture: min/"1! next(fY(Xa),fY(n) + 1) + 1}

x G Xa z £ Z

fv(n) fy(n) + \

next(fY(Xa),fy(n) + l)

nexi(fY(Xa),fY(n) + 1)+ 1

Since Y is fixed and h was an arbitrary element of Sf, Sf is dominated by

the u functions of the form on the last line, and hence the proof is complete.   □

To complete the proof of the theorem, we use the following lemma whose

proof for the first ordering can be found in Lemma 6.3 of [6], and in the proof

of (0) ^ (1) from [3] for the second ordering; they are included here for
completeness.

Lemma 9. If Sf is an unbounded family and y is dominated by a family of
functions of size less than g, then Sf yy.

Proof. We first supply the proof for the -<'  order.  Fix a family {ha : a <

k} , k < g, dominating y. For each a, define:

s/a = {A G [cor ■ (3/ G Jr)(V°°K)[next(.4, f(n)) > ha(n)]} .

We first claim that s/a is groupwise dense. Since it is clearly closed under

subsets and finite modifications, it suffices to fix a partition of co into intervals

[n¡■, ni+x) and show that sfa contains an infinite union of them.

By first merging intervals together if necessary, we may assume without loss

of generality that ha(n¡) < ni+x  for each i.  Now fix an arbitrary function
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g G co / co such that g(n¡) > ni+4 for each i ; since Sf is assumed to be

unbounded, we can find f eSf such that f(n)> g(n) for infinitely many n .

Let A = \j{[ni+2, nM) : (3n G [n¡, ni+x))f(n) > g(n)} . We show that A G
sfa , i.e. that next(^, f(m)) > ha(m) for each m . Fix m , say me [n¡, ni+x)

and let k = next(^, f(m)), say k e [nj+2, 7r7+3). By definition of A, there

is « G [nj, n¡+\) such that f(n) > g(n); hence f(m) < k < nj+4 < g(n¡) <

g(n) < f(n) < f(k). We conclude that m < k, and therefore i < j + 2. If
actually j > i, then we get k > n¡+2 > ha(m) and we are done. If on the other

hand j < i, then again with the n above, we get

k > f(m) > f(n) > g(n) > 7i7+4 > ni+2 > ha(m),

and this completes the proof of the claim.

Since k < g, we can find A e [\a<Ks#a and define r(n) - next(^4, n) ; we

finally verify that r witnesses y <x Sf. Given hey, choose a such that

h <* ha; since A e sfa, there is an f eSf such that

(V°°n)r(f(n)) = next(A, /(«)) > ha(n) > h(n)

as desired.
Now the proof for the -<2 order. For each a < k , define

38a = {Be [co]" ■ (3/ G Sf)(V°°n)[f(next(A, n)) > ha(n)]}.

As above, any B e [~\a<K3?a will yield the desired r(n) = next(B, n) witnessing

y <2 Sf. So we need only verify that each 38a is groupwise dense. But this is

also very similar to the above; use any g such that g(n¡) > 7t;+3 , pick f eSf
such that f(n)>g(n) for infinitely many n , and show that

B = U{[7ii+i > T/+2) : (3" g [7T,, ni+x ))f(n) > g(n)} e 38a.

This completes the proof.   D

5. Consequences

An ideal *f is a family of functions closed both downward and under bi-

nary maximum; that is the function h(n) = max{/(«), g(n)} belongs to J^

whenever / and g do. J1' isa growth type if it is an ideal closed under point-

wise addition. Since any ideal with the ^-property is necessarily dominating,
Theorem 7 implies the result of [3] that the minimum number of inequivalent

growth types is attained under u < g, namely four.

The result also answers some questions of [6] on the classification of measure

zero subsets of [0, 1]. For Sf c [0, 1] of measure zero, we defined (following

Borel) a sequence (In : n e co) of open intervals to be a cover of Sf if

£|/„|<oo    and   Sfcf][Jlk;
n n  k>n

which means in particular that each x eSf must belong to infinitely many /„ .

Now put

f(n)=   1/^|4|
k>n
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and

Jf(Sf) = {fj : I is a cover of Sf}.

We studied an ordering on sets of measure zero, which was shown to be equiv-

alent to
sf <y iff jf(Sf)<x JH(y),

and the induced ordering on equivalence classes. It is shown in [6] that there

are at least four classes (namely the Sf,%, %f and 2¡ class), and evidently

nothing below the i?-class. Theorem 7 shows that those are the only ones

assuming u<g, answering questions 1 and 3 of [6].

Many other questions remain, for example can we prove in ZFC that a family

Sf has the ^-property if Sf y Sf(%) for all ultrafilters %, or that Sf is
bounded if Sf(%) y Sf for all ^ ?

To conclude, we present a curious consequence of the minimum number
(five) of equivalence classes of functions being attained. To simplify the state-

ment, call a family sf ç [co]m closed upward under ç* if B e sf whenever

AC* B for some Aesf .

Theorem 10. Assume there are only five classes of functions. Then for any
(nonempty) family sf ç [co]10 which is closed upward under C*, there is a

finite-to-one function f such that either

f(sf) = [cor
or      f(sf ) is an ultrafilter

or else   f(sf) is the cofinite filter.

Equivalently, for any (nonempty) family sf c [co]01, there is a finite-to-one

function / such that either

/(j/) is dense in ([eu]"; ç*),
or       f(sf ) generates an ultrafilter,

or else   f(sf ) consists only of cofinite sets.

This clearly implies statement (3) of [3], which asserts that for any filter &,

there is a finite-to-one function / such that f(!F ) is either the cofinite filter

or an ultrafilter; and hence implies NCF.

Proof of the theorem. Fix a family sf of infinite sets which is closed upward

under C*, and consider the family of functions Sf(sf). It must lie in one

of the five classes by hypothesis, but clearly cannot be dominating since sf

consists of infinite sets only.

Case 1. Suppose Sf(sf) is bounded by some g. We can assume without loss

of generality that g is a strictly increasing function, and hence we get for any

A esf :
(V°°aeA)[next(A,a + 1) < g(a + 1)].

Define no = 0, and by induction ni+x — g(n¡).  This implies that, for any

A esf,
(voo/)Mn[^,?i,+1)^0],

and, if we define f(n) = i for n e [n¡, ni+x), we conclude that f(sf) consists
only of cofinite sets. Since sf is assumed to be closed under finite modifications

of its members, f(sf ) must consist of all cofinite sets.
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Case 2. Assume now that Sf(sf) has the ^-property. We show that f(sf) =

[co]" f°r some finite-to-one function /.

Fix an unbounded h which witnesses the ^"-property of Sf(sf), which

means that

(Vf)[(3°°n)f(n) < h(n) ̂ fe Sf(sf)].

Define n0 = 0 and by induction ni+x such that h(ni+x) > n¡. Put f(n) = i

if n e (n¡-i, n{] ; and /(0) = 0. We claim that / works. Indeed, for Y ç co

infinite, let X = {ny : y e Y}. The function h(next(X, -)) e Sf(sf) by
the ^-property of Sf(sf) since h(vitxt(X, x)) — h(x) for each x e X. We

conclude that h(next(X, -)) < next(yl, -) for some Aesf . But this means

that, for each x e X,

An(x, h(next(X, x+ 1))) = 0,

or equivalently,

AC \J[h(x),x].
x£X

This shows that f(A) ç Y and hence f(sf) — [co]w ■ This completes the proof

of this case.

Case 2>. We now assume that Sf(sf) is equivalent to Sf(%) for some ultrafilter

^ ; we show that f(sf ) = f(^f) for some finite-to-one function /.

Lemma 11. Assume that Sf($f) -< Sf(sf), then there is a nondecreasing onto

finite-to-one function f such that fi^f) ç f(sf). That is

(VBe%)(3Aesf)[f(A)çf(B)].

Proof. We supply the proof for the -<2 order and leave the similar proof for

the first order to the reader. By hypothesis,

(3r)(V5 G %)(3A G sf)(Vn)[next(B, n) < next(A, r(n))].

Define no = 0 and by induction nn+x > r(nn). For i < 2, define X(i) -
\Jn[n2n+i, n2n+i+i). Since % is an ultrafilter, it must contain one of the X(i),

and for notational simplicity we assume that X = X(0) e %. Put f(k) = n

for k e [n2n, n2n+2). Now for B e %, which we can assume to be a subset

of X, we can ñx A esf as above and we claim that f(A) c f(B). Indeed, if

a e A , say a e [n2n, n2n+2), then

next(5, n2n) = next(ß, n2n-X) < next(^, r(7r2„_i))

< mxt(A, n2n) < n2n+2.

Hence f(a) e f(B) as desired.   G

Lemma 12. Assume Sf(sf) ^ Sfi^f). Then there is a nondecreasing onto finite-

to-one function f such that f(sf) ç f(%f). That is

(VAesf)(3BeW)[f(B)Cf(A)].

Proof. We supply the proof for the ^' ordering and leave the similar proof for

the second ordering to the reader. By hypothesis, we have

{3r){VA e sf)(3B e ^)(V«)[next(^l, n) < next(r(B), r(n))].
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Put 7To = 0 and by induction define nn+x > r(n„). As before, we can assume

for notational simplicity that X — \Jn[n2n, n2n+\) e %. Put f(k) — n for

k e [n2n, n2n+2). We claim that / works. Fix A e sf , and choose B e %

as above. We can assume that B ç X, and we show that f(B) ç f(A). Fix

b e B, say be [n2n , n2n+\) ; then

next(^4, n2n) < next(^, b) < next(r(B), r(b))

= r(b) <r(n2n+i) <n2n+2.

We conclude that f(b) e f(A) as desired.   D

Now the following will complete the verification of Case 3.

Lemma 13. Assume that Sf(sf) y Sfifßf) and f is a nondecreasing onto finite-

to-one function, then Sf(f(sf)) y Sf(j'(&)).

Proof. Assume first that Sf(f2¿) <x Sf(sf), and hence choose a strictly increas-

ing function r such that

(\/B e %)(3A e j/)(V°°/i)[next(fi, n) < r(mxt(A, n)) = next(r(A), r(n))].

Hence, for all but finitely many n , if k denotes min/"'{«} ,

next(f(B),n)<f(mxt(B,k))

< f(mxt(r(A), r(k)))

= f(r(next(A,k)))

<f(r(maxf-l{mxt(f(A),n)}))

and we conclude that Sf(f(%)) ^ Sf(f(sf)).
Now assume that Sfi^f) -<2 Sf(sf) and without loss of generality fix a strictly

increasing function r such that

f(n) < /(r("))   f°r each n

and

(V5 G %Í)(3A e sf)(V°°n)[next(B, n) < next(A, r(n))].

Fixing such A, B, n , and letting k = min f~l{n} , we get

next(/(5), n) < f(next(B,k)) < f(next(A, r(k)))

< next(f(A), f(r2(k)))

= next(f(A),f(r2(mmf-i{n})))

and hence Sf(f(&)) <2 Sf(f(sf)) as desired.   D

To conclude, since we are assuming that Sf(sf) < Sf(^¿) we can fix by
Lemma 12 a finite-to-one function fx such that f\(sf) ç fx(%). But Sf(sf) y

Sf(%) and hence Sf(f(sf)) y Sf(fx(<2¿)) by Lemma 13. Now by Lemma 11,
there is a finite-to-one function f2 such that f2(f\(^)) ç f2(f\(sf)). This
clearly implies that f2(f\(%)) = f2(fi(sf)) and completes the proof of the

theorem.   D
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